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ABSTRACT

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consisting of low power, low-cost intelligent devices that have limited IT
resources. With an overall growth of WSN applications, security mechanisms are also a big problem on the rise.
Many Real world applications have already been deployed and many of them will be based on wireless sensor
networks. Examples of these applications include surveillance, health care, manufacturing, transportation, military
operations, environmental monitoring, industrial machine monitoring and surveillance. Wireless sensor network
security issues have three aspects, key management, authentication, and secure routing. As the features of wireless
sensor network node resource are limited, asymmetric key system has been considered unsuitable for wireless
sensor networks; after elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) has been proposed, asymmetric key system application in
wireless sensor networks has become possible. Compared to the symmetric key system, asymmetric key system has
great advantages in terms of management and security keys. In recent years, many scholars have proposed many
effective key management schemes based on ECC public key infrastructure. The proposed and implemented work
deals with key management which is based on Diffie-Hellman algorithm. This approach avoids the storage
requirements for the key and avoids the security risks for the master key or the key derived from the master key. The
approach is suitable for any type of wireless sensor network which contribute to the security of Wireless sensor
network. The approach makes the pair wise key for the communication and provides the secure and authenticated
access to the information exchange between nodes which satisfy the objectives of the work proposed.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in wireless communication and electronics have enabled the development of low-cost, low power,
multifunctional sensor nodes. These tiny sensor nodes consisting of sensing, data processing, and communication
components make it possible to deploy Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), which represent a significant
improvement over traditional wired sensor networks [1].
These sensors are deployed in harsh environments to collect different types of data such as temperature, pressure,
humidity, soil makeup, vehicular movement, noise levels, lighting conditions, the presence or absence of certain
kinds of objects or substances, mechanical stress levels on attached objects and other properties [2, 3]. The collected
data is then sent to a special node called the base station (BS) either directly or via other sensor nodes. BS is a more
powerful device that usually behaves as an interface between the services provided by the sensor nodes (the "data
acquisition network") and the users of the network. It can issue control orders to the sensor nodes in order to change
their behaviour.

II. RELATED WORK
Tahira Laskar, Debasish Jena, (2012) in the paper “A Survey on Key Management Issues in WSN” stated that
security concerns of the sensor nodes becomes more challenging issue since nodes are positioned in adverse
environment. Key management have the crucial role for communication in WSNs. The key management system
should be substantially secure, robust and efficient for a secure communication protocol. Many key establishment
ttechniques have come up to address the tradeoffs between limited memory and security but choosing an effective
scheme is debatable.A survey of various key management schemes in WSNs. Choosing a key management scheme
depends upon the target application requirements and the resource of the sensor network.
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Cristina Alcaraz, Javier Lopez, Rodrigo Roman, Hsiao-Hwa Chen, (2013) in the paper Selecting Key Management
Schemes for WSN Applications” stated that Key management in wireless sensor networks (WSN) is an active
research topic. Due to the large number of key management schemes (KMS) proposed in the literature, it is not easy
for a sensor network designer to know exactly which KMS best fits in a particularWSN application. a
comprehensive review on how the application requirements and the properties of various key management schemes
influence each other is presneted. Based on this review, it is proved that the KMS plays a critical role in determining
the security performance of a WSN network with given application requirements. a method that allows the network
designers to select the most suitable KMS for a specific WSN network setting is developed. It also addresses the
issues on the current state-of-the-art research on the KMS for homogeneous (i.e. nonhierarchical) networks to
provide solutions for establishing link-layer keys in various WSN applications and scenarios.
Seema Verma, Prachi, (2014) in the paper “A Comparative Study of Key Management Protocols for WSN” stated
that Increased employment of WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) in real life applications and their hostile and remote
locations accelerate demand of security in WSN. Publicly accessible wireless communication channel also makes
WSN vulnerable to numerous security attacks. Scarcity of resources acquaints new sort of challenges and difficulties
during implementation of effective security mechanisms.It evaluate and compare performance of three different
security mechanisms (ECRKS, CKP and AP scheme). ECRKS (Energy-efficient, Connected, Resilient Key predistribution Scheme) is based upon multi hop communication architecture specifically designed for homogeneous
WSN. Clustering based protocols, AP (Asymmetric pre-distribution) scheme and CKP (Clustering based Key
management Protocol) are proposed for heterogeneous WSN. Simulations are done in MATLAB. Results of
simulation declare that CKP outperforms other two schemes in terms of transmission distance, memory burden,
energy dissipation and resilience.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The key mechanism alone can not provide adequate to all necessary communication that is required for operation in
the network WSN protection. Furthermore, the performance in terms of consumption of resources and security must
be balanced to make use of different types of keys.
The degree of key exchange in the security mechanism has to be taken into consideration. For example, if the only
key pairs are used for every two nodes in WSNs for secure communication, the node captured by an attacker not
reveal any safety information other normal nodes, which is ideal to avoid threatening entire network. However, it
requires significant resources bandwidth communication and energy, which is quite inefficient. On the contrary, if
only a key across the network is used for authentication and encryption, no communication between nodes for the
establishment of additional keys are required, and storage costs and power consumption can also be minimized .
However, security will be very poor. Once any node in the system is captured by an attacker, the entire network
undergoes a huge risk.
A. WORK DESCRIPTION:
 Examine the current state of WSNs and the possible future that they may provide. Any applications that a
WSN may be deployed in will be identified as well as their generic requirements. Once these requirements
have been determined they should be investigated as to what effect they will have on the protocol and the
WSN.
 Investigate the multitude of security techniques that are available.
 Identify advantages and disadvantages of the various security architectures being employed.
 Examine currently available simulators for WSNs.
 Investigate the credibility of research to date.

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME
The design of the basic schemes used were motivated by the observation that single keying mechanism is not
suitable for meeting all the security requirements of different types of exchanged messages. The advantage of this
scheme is that the captured node does not threat the safety of the other nodes in case the master key 𝐾 is absolutely
safe in time interval 𝑇min.
During the time interval 𝑇min, all the nodes of the WSN will hold the general master key 𝐾 and we note that this
scheme cannot provide confidentiality when a node is compromised in 𝑇min. Because, by using the stolen
information like the master key 𝐾, an attacker can easily derive the master keys of all the rest normal nodes that are
deployed in the same time interval as well as negotiating new pairwise key with normal nodes in any region, which
means once a node is compromised in time interval 𝑇min, the security of the entire network is extremely dangerous.
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By enhancing the existing techniques we can avoid the different shortcoming with modified steps. The steps
involved and detail of the proposed technique can be presented as:
i.
Proposed modified technique is based on Diffe-Hellman algorithm.
ii.
Prior to deployment of the network, each node prestores a set of prime number p and its primitive root a
instead of the initial key k or any key derived from the master key.
iii.
Individual key for a node A can be derived as :
KA = f(K1, A)
iv.
This key is generated from the function which is known as the individual key and on generation of the
individual key the key prior present as a derived key from the master key for the network is deleted.
v.
This avoid any information to attacker in case , the stored information is accessed.
vi.
Key evolution function, taking P and Q as two nodes
XP= h(P|KP) mod p
XQ= h(Q|KQ)mod p
The public message can be calculated as:
YP=aXP mod p
YQ=aXQ mod p
vii.
The pairwise key can be generated as
KPQ= (YP)XB mod p
viii.
These pairwise keys are used for the communication between the nodes.

V. RESULTS
On the basis of simulation we have collected, we have many results; these results are in the form of graphs. The
graphs are ploted for Number of dead Nodes, Alive node percentage, Packets to Base Station and Number of
Cluster Heads. These graphs values are plotted with respect to number of Rounds.

Figure 1: Plot of different parameters
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VI. CONCLUSION

The security mechanism available for the key exchange lacks in the security when some attacker gets the access to
the stored information in the nodes. With this information the attacker can get the information of the master key and
with the help of the master key , it can get the information of the master key which is further helpful to derive the
other keys in the network thus penetrating in the whole network. The proposed security technique make use of the
master key and key derived from this but after this it generates the individual key with the help of the DiffieHellman algorithm. This algorithm is able to generate the individual key for each node and encrypt the derived key
from the master key in such a way that it can be further extended to individual key. After the generation of
individual key the derived key from the master key which can be used to get the information about the master key is
deleted and the new individual key generated as a result of encryption in retained and this is further used for the
pairwise key generation and authentication of nodes for the communication. The communication done is much
secure because even the information is stolen from any of the node present in the network the master key is not
obtained. The security level is increased by the modified approach for the secure communication and without
increasing the storage space requirements.
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